
SkyVPN offers zero-cost premium VPN service with no usage 
log policy 
  
SkyVPN, an unlimited free VPN service with no usage logs commitment is officially 
released. Though the market is flush with VPN apps, most of the services either 
charges big bucks monthly or sells user information on the sly to be costless. SkyVPN 
sets itself apart by offering free VPN service, and at the same time offering full 
security with no logs commitment. 
  
SkyVPN helps users access an unrestricted cyber world by hiding ip address, encrypting 
online activities and unblocking apps & services they couldn’t access before. 

  

No Log Commitment 
Useful as VPNs are, but a reliable VPN can be hard to find. Many VPN services 
(including some paid ones!) claims to protect users from spies, just to spy on the users 
themselves? A look at their terms and policies will tell how user information is gathered 
and traded.  

SkyVPN will never do that. SkyVPN does not and never will keep VPN usage log 
including browsing history, traffic data and DNS queries. SkyVPN never collect or sell 
user information because it is SkyVPN’s belief that everyone has his right to privacy. 

Free VPN with No Pop-up Ads 
Most of the so-called free VPN services either charge monthly fees ranging from $2.99 
to $39.99 after the 7-day free trial, or show their users annoying pop-up ads here and 
there. When SkyVPN says free, we mean it. 

Global VPN Servers 
SkyVPN offers USA servers at no cost, with no data cap. To enjoy premium locations 
such as Germany, Japan, India UK and China, users can earn plenty of traffic by simply 
checking in daily, completing easy tasks, and taking short surveys. 

Access to Any Websites and Apps 

http://skyvpn.net/
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=me.skyvpn.app&hl=en


With VPN servers around the world, users can access any website and application 
anywhere in the world—many of which may not be available in their country, at school, 
or at work before. Users can enjoy foreign videos, shows, as well as bypass office/
school firewalls to access Facebook, Snapchat, YouTube, etc.  

Fast and Stable Connection 
Some people fear that the internet will slow down due to the use of VPN. With SkyVPN, 
a smooth connection is expected. SkyVPN boasts a robust global VPN network that 
detects user’s location automatically and connects to the nearest server. Because of 
this innovation, the SkyVPN connection will be much faster than other VPN providers. 

5 Simultaneous VPN Connections 
SkyVPN can be used on Android, Window, MAC, iPhone/iPad, offering a one-stop online 
protection whether people are at school, work, or home! And it allows an incredible 5 
simultaneous connections under 1 account. This is extremely useful if they want to 
share VPN with family, or have multiple devices to connect to the VPN servers 
simultaneously.

About SkyVPN 
SkyVPN offers unlimited premium VPN service at no cost for Windows, Android, Mac, 
and iOS. SkyVPN gives users secure internet connection, anonymous web browsing and 
access to any websites and apps. Powered by SkyVPN’s robust global VPN servers, users 
enjoy market-leading smooth connection without spending a penny.

Contact Info
Google Play: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=me.skyvpn.app&hl=en
Website: skyvpn.net
Email: social@skyvpn.net
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